About the College: Ours is college established in 1960 as Dharampeth Arts College. We added Commerce wing in 1964 and science in 1968. The college was bifurcated in 1996 into R.S. Mundle Dharampeth Arts and Commerce college and M.P. Deo Memorial Science college. After five decades of value education, we are imparting qualitative education from 11 class to post graduation as well as PhD research.

The Mission Statement of the College: We endeavour to mould a generation with the proclivity to soar but with the inherent values rooted in our cultural ethos. This objective is gloriously reflected in all the curricular and co-curricular activities of our college.

Our college has got recognition as “Place for Higher Learning and Research” centre for PhD students. The college is committed to build and enhance research orientation among aspiring scholars and teachers.

About the Workshop:
The research environment of today is marked by tough challenges and greater opportunities along with mediocre research output done with mercenary professional interests. Courses like these are designed to impart more authenticity to the research process with a view for substantial value-addition in academic research output. The workshop is so designed to open-out various research modules rarely accessed by researchers.

Statistical analysis is an important statistical tool for enhancing near accurate decision making in various relevant areas. The programs included in this workshop will guide and equip the participants to design and implement minor as well as major research projects. It enables researchers to carry out valid brief and actionable research work, when there is a need to solve professional and academic problems in day-to-day activities. The participants will develop the skills and competence to frame the research design, identify sampling techniques and comprehend the role, relevance of statistical tools for data collection, its application and analysis. The workshop aims to develop a deep understanding of the basic principles of research design and strategy that will include the formulation of research problems and the evaluation of alternative approaches to research, scripting and presentation techniques of research data.

Objectives of the Workshop:
- To acquaint the participants to pristine terrains in various areas of Research and boost up research ability to write research papers logically and systematically for publishing in reputed Journals and periodicals.
- To provide impetus to the application of research methodology in academic endeavours.
- To develop analytical and logical approach to solve research problem in different areas.
- To enhance the skills of participants for qualitative contributions towards their research work or to address professional solutions in a more efficient way.
- To explore possibilities of inculcating research culture in classrooms at all levels of higher learning.
- To enhance cyber-aided research.
- To open avenues to boost qualitative academic research.

Venue: Raja Harshavardhan Hall
Registration will be done on first-come first-served basis. Limited seats are available.

Registration Fees: Rupees 2500/-
Registration fees includes Workshop kit, Study Material, Daily high Tea etc.

Please send duly filled registration form and registration fees through cash or Demand Draft in Favour of ‘Principal, R.S Mundle Dharampeth Arts and Commerce College, Nagpur.’

Organizing Committee:

Chairman: Dr. Sandhya Nair
Coordinator: Dr. Sudhakar Ingle
Principal, R.S. Mundle Dharampeth college: Dr. Akhilesh Peshwe
Vice-Principal: Dr. Sandeepa Surjuse
Vice-Principal: Dr. Sandeepa Surjuse
Co Coordinator: Dr. Mohan Nagrale
9822307408
Dr. Manjushree Sardeshpande
7755911968
Dr. Manju Dubey
9960350181
Dr. Unnati Datar
9423410601
No TA/DA will be provided to the participants.
Accommodation and related arrangement of outstation candidates will be the sole responsibility of the participants.